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Our Mission
Rustic Pathways empowers students 
through innovative and responsible 

travel experiences to positively impact 
lives and communities around the world.
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Letter from the Directors

At Rustic Pathways, impact is at the core of what we do and who we are. This Impact Report 
focuses on two distinct areas: student impact and community impact. 

Each year, as the number of students who travel with us increases, we get better at assessing our 
impact on students and increasing the quality of impact our work has in communities around the 
world. That’s truer this year than any other. 

We’re excited to announce that 97.6 percent of Rustic students demonstrated growth in at least 
one of 10 learning outcomes that our programs are designed to foster. And those students 
completed a whopping total of 187,192 community service hours across 195 unique projects.

Thank you for taking the time to review our annual Impact Report! In the following pages you’ll 
discover how we assess our impact with students and our community partners. 

We couldn’t be prouder of the work our students do to help us achieve our mission of impacting 
lives and communities around the world.

Andrea Bouch
Rustic Pathways Foundation 
Executive Director

Erin C. Murphy
Rustic Pathways Student 
Impact Director
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Our Vision
Rustic Pathways is committed to creating  
a world where…

• Travel is accepted as an essential part of every education

• Travel is a model of sustainable development

• All people are connected by a shared humanity and all 
decisions are made with a global perspective
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Education. Travel. Philanthropy.
At Rustic Pathways, we work at the intersection of education, travel, and 
philanthropy. Through our programs we facilitate life-changing educational 

experiences for students and use travel and philanthropy as a means to achieve 
sustainable development in the places we visit. We believe that by maintaining 
clear focus on each of these goals we are not only able to provide the most 
transformative experience for our students, but are also able to make a  

positive impact in the communities where we work. 

Travel is an incredible opportunity for learning. When intentionally designed to help students understand and process their 
experiences, travel can provide an unparalleled opportunity for students to develop essential non-cognitive skills and 
capabilities that will prepare them for future success in all aspects of their lives.
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Impact at  
Rustic Pathways
At Rustic Pathways we assess our impact 
in two ways: through our students and the 
communities we partner with. 

Student Impact
To understand our impact on students, we use surveys and interviews with students to determine whether they 

experienced growth as a result of our programs.

The percentage of students who experienced growth  
in at least one learning outcome after participating in a  

Rustic Pathways program in 2018.
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Community Impact
To determine our impact on the communities we partner with, our local staff monitor the progress of projects and 

interview community leaders to assess their satisfaction with the initiatives we worked together to create.

The number of community Service Hours completed  
by Rustic Pathways students in 2018.
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Student Impact
Rustic Pathways programs are intentionally-designed to encourage students to think 
critically and challenge them to grow personally. Our experienced Program Leaders 

work to facilitate meaningful discussion and reflection, and help students learn how 
to amplify the positive impact travel can have on them and others.  

Student Learning Outcomes

Focusing on these learning outcomes allow us to create programs that enable students to achieve personal growth and 
make a positive contribution to our world. 

1. Openness to New Ideas and Experiences
2. Sense of Wonderment
3. A Belief That All People are Connected by a Shared Humanity
4. A Desire to Positively Impact the Lives of Others
5. Empathy

6. Self-Awareness
7. Humility
8. Grit
9. Independence
10. Intercultural Competence 

The Evolution of Our Student Impact Evaluation 
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Summer 2015: Interviewed Rustic leadership to develop understanding 
of organization structures, goals, mission, and vision.

Summer 2016: First Student Impact Evaluation, participant observation, 
and interviews with students on programs in Southeast Asia.

Summer 2017: Second implementation of Student Impact Evaluation, 
participant observation, and interviews with student travelers. 

Summer 2018: Third Student Impact Evaluation and Race in America 
program study.

Spring 2018: Created Program Leader training materials to emphasize 
Empathy and refined Student Impact Evaluation.

Spring 2017: Created Program Leader training 
materials to emphasize Intercultural Competence.

Fall 2015 through Spring 2016: Refined Student Learning 
Outcomes. Validation of Student Impact Evaluation included testing 
with students traveling during Spring Break.

Fall 2016 through Winter 2017: Analyzed survey results and 
published them in the Impact Report.

Fall 2017 through Winter 2018: Analyzed survey results and 
published them in the Impact Report. 
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Measuring Student Impact and Making Data-Driven Decisions 

Our Student Impact Evaluation allows us to make data-driven decisions to improve our program design and execution to 
best deliver a meaningful and lasting learning experience. Data helps us decide which programs to create, how to refine 
existing programs, and better train Program Leaders to achieve maximum impact with students. Each year, we seek to 
improve our results in one to three target learning outcomes through purposeful adjustments to our programming. 

Student  
Impact Cycle

Student Impact  
Evaluation

Student Learning 
Experience

Program  
Development

Program  
Design

Program  
Leader 
Training Travel 

Experience

Intentional Debrief 
and Reflection

Student 
Impact 
Survey

Analysis of 
Trends
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The Results of Our 2018 Student Impact Evaluation

We evaluate how often students embraced behaviors associated with our Student Learning Outcomes on a scale from 
one to six. The graph below shows the percentage of students who experienced growth in each learning outcome using 
data collected before and immediately following 2018 summer programs.

Intercultural Competence

Self-Awareness

Connected by a Shared Humanity

Openness to New Ideas and Experiences

Independence

Desire to Positively Impact

Empathy

Sense of Wonderment

Grit

Humility

66.5%

65.6%

65%

60.8%

54.8%

53%

53%

48.3%

43.7%

22.2%
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Intercultural Competence

Self-Awareness

Connected by a Shared Humanity

Openness to New Ideas and Experiences

Independence

Desire to Positively Impact

Empathy

Sense of Wonderment

Grit

Humility

4 4.75 5 6

+.2404

+.3535

+.2807

+.2831

+.17

+.3679

+.1757

+.2885

+.0013

+.0974

Average Student Growth*

We found that students grew in all Student Learning Outcomes when comparing responses before they traveled to 
immediately after their program. 

* Based on 1259 pre-travel responses and 456 post-travel responses from high school students 
who traveled with Rustic Pathways during the summer. 

By Invitation Only: Race in America

Race in America allowed students to explore the complicated history of 
race in the United States. The students examined current challenges for 
black communities through a historical lens by learning from and 
meeting with organizations and individuals working to create equity. 

The Student Impact Evaluation team conducted a research study with the 
students who traveled on the program to answer the question: In what 
ways does the Race in America program impact students’ understandings 
of issues relating to race in the United States?

To evaluate this question, the Student Impact Evaluation Team used a 
method called photo-cued interviewing, which required the students to 
take photos during the program that represented what they were learning 
about race issues in America. When they returned home, the students 
chose up to five photos that represented what they learned. Then, the 
Student Impact Team interviewed the students using their pictures as 
conversation prompts to understand the knowledge and skills they 
developed as a result of participating in the program. 

“I think the program has 

empowered me to foster 

conversations. I don’t 

always stand up, like 

direct activism. I’m never 

the most outspoken. But I 

can do a lot behind the 

scenes in that respect. 

That’s where I kind of see 

my role, in debate and in 

just bringing things up 

whenever the situation 

arises. I do feel more 

empowered to do that than I 

did before the program.”

Adam Soliman 
Hamilton, New Jersey
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Community Impact
There are three ways that we work to achieve our vision of creating a world where 
travel is a model of sustainable development that has a positive impact in the 
places where we operate programs: responsible travel, community service, and the 

Rustic Pathways Foundation.

Responsible Travel 

We are committed to decreasing our environmental footprint, stimulating local economies, supporting community 
initiatives, and teaching our students responsible travel practices. We travel to locations where tourists rarely go, buy 
goods from locally-owned businesses, and respect local cultures and customs. Our programs provide direct support for 
education, infrastructure development, conservation, and other community projects.  

Community Service

Our programs allow students to:

• Identify and designing long-term projects with 
local partners 

• Provide students opportunities to engage in 
meaningful service 

• Work together to achieve community goals 

• Monitor and evaluating the process and impact 
of ongoing initiatives 

• Ensure projects are sustainable and have a  
lasting impact 

Community Health and Social Services: Health 
underpins all aspects of daily life. Good health is 
critical to people’s ability to contribute to the 
wellbeing of their family and community. Rustic 
Pathways health projects currently focus on two 
areas: Health Education and Nutrition. 

Economic Development: Developing economic 
opportunities is essential to enable people to pull 
themselves out of poverty and meet basic needs. 
Rustic Pathways economic development projects 
currently focus on one area: Income Generation.

Education: Safe and engaging learning environ-
ments, along with access to education, are 
essential for student learning. Rustic Pathways 
education projects currently focus on two areas: 
School Facilities and Youth Empowerment.

Environmental and Animal Welfare: The 
environment plays an important role in the 
livelihoods of many communities and must be 
sustainably managed for current and future 
generations. Rustic Pathways environmental 
service projects currently focus on two areas: 
Wildlife Conservation and Animal Welfare, and 
Environmental Conservation and Restoration.

Infrastructure: Basic infrastructure is essential to 
healthy, productive and sustainable communities. 
Rustic Pathways infrastructure projects currently 
focus on four areas: Water and Sanitation, Energy, 
Community Facilities, and Housing.

The Future of our Service Projects

In 2019, we’ll be working to align our existing 
community service projects with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. These 17 goals 
address global challenges and lay the groundwork for 
addressing those by 2030. They include making sure 
all people have access to clean water, healthcare, and 
a quality education. Rustic’s existing service projects 
already contribute to these goals, but we want to take 
that a step further. It’s important that our impact 
aligns directly with specific indicators and outcomes 
for each goal identified by the United Nations.

Visit rusticpathways.org and follow us on social 
media for more info later this year.

Our community projects focus on the following 
types of service initiatives:



The Rustic Pathways Foundation 

The Rustic Pathways Foundation is a key piece of how we support the communities where we travel  The foundation is a 
nonprofit organization that was initially started because students returned from programs inspired and wanted to stay 
involved with the communities they visited with Rustic. Through the foundation, the Rustic Pathways community raised 
more than $500,000 in 2018.

2018 Regional Fundraising Campaigns

Global General  
Project Fund

Supporting high-priority needs around 
the world

Australia Wildlife  
Fund Rescuing and rehabilitating animals

Cambodia  
Education Fund

Making education a reality for young 
Cambodian students

Costa Rica  
Development Fund

Supporting essential human needs 
within rural communities

Dominican Republic  
Housing Fund

Providing safe and dignified housing for 
families

Fiji Education  
Fund

Bringing education closer to home for 
young Fijian students

Laos Education  
Fund

Providing students with safe living 
conditions

Peru Amazon 
Conservation Fund Protecting and conserving the rainforest

Peru (Sacred Valley)  
Education Fund

Empowering young girls through 
secondary education

Tanzania Education 
Fund

Assisting with school construction 
projects in rural villages

Thailand  
Education Fund

Supporting Thai students to further their 
education

U.S. (Baltimore)  
Refugee Fund

Helping young refugees get a fresh start 
in their new home

U.S. (New Orleans)  
Housing Fund

Bringing families home after natural 
disasters

Foundation Highlight

Costa Rica Development Fund: 
Bribri Aqueduct Project

The Rustic Pathways Foundation completed a project in 
2018 that provides clean and reliable drinking water to 
more than 200 people in the community of Yorkin, Costa 
Rica. The three-mile aqueduct and 20,000-liter water tank 
took nearly four years of work and $30,000 raised by 
Foundation donors.

Yorkin’s Bribri people are the largest remaining indigenous 
tribe in Costa Rica. Rustic Pathways has worked with the 
Bribri community for more than 10 years, and specifically in 
Yorkin since 2014. The new water tank and delivery system 
replaced aging infrastructure and will meet the demands 
of a growing community that is only accessible by boat.

Construction of the pipelines and new storage tank was 
completed in June 2018. The fundraising, labor, and 
ultimately, the successful completion of the project, is the 
result of the Foundation community that spans borders.

To learn more about the Foundation, visit rusticpathways.org.  15
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Making Travel Accessible
Rustic Pathways believes every student should have the opportunity  

to learn through travel.

Scholarships

In 2018, we awarded nearly $285,000 in scholarships to students who demonstrated financial need or merit achievement 
in four categories:   

• Service Scholarships 
full or partial scholarships for high school students

• Teacher Appreciation Program Scholarships 
children of educators in middle or high school, or college

• Critical Issues Scholarships 
full scholarships (including airfare) for high school 
students (formerly By Invitation Only)

• Gap Year Scholarships 
full or partial scholarships for high school graduates

  
Gap Year Scholarships

  
Service Scholarships

  
Teacher Appreciation 
Program Scholarships

Rustic Pathways 2018 Scholarships by the Numbers

  
Critical Issues  
Scholarships
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The Critical Issues 
Summit and Scholarship
A few years ago, we began looking for ways to create 
experiences that purposefully introduce students to 
important global issues they could help address after 
returning from programs. We created our Critical Issues 
series of programs to familiarize students to the world’s 
most pressing issues through a local lens. To give students 
access to these programs, we created By Invitation Only, 
an annual program that would expose a group of 
students to a global critical issue at no cost. We’re taking 
that a step further with our first global Critical Issues 
Summit this summer.

Like we’ve done the past two years with By Invitation Only, 
we want to make sure the most promising change makers 
have the opportunity to develop the skills necessary to 
make change to address the critical issues of their 
generation. In 2019, we’ll award 25 full scholarships 
(program cost + airfare) for the Summit.

This two-week experience will bring together more than 
100 change makers from 20 countries. Students will 
examine one of five global critical issues in local 
communities during the first week. They will come 
together during the second week for a conference-style 
event  that will feature issue experts, workshops, and 
community building focusing on skills like design-thinking 
and lean startup methods. The Summit will culminate with 
a design challenge that will award $10,000 to the team with 
the most innovative solution to continue working on one 
of the critical issues.

Visit rusticsummit.com to learn more about the 
Summit and scholarships.

How the Critical Issues Summit Works

Students will explore one of five critical issues  
that they’re passionate about and want to address 

 in their home communities.

Immersion Week: 
Join community 
members most 

impacted by one of five 
critical issues in one of 
five Southeast Asian 

countries. Understand 
the issue from their 

perspectives.

Action Week: 
Develop skills related 

to sustainable 
development, design 
thinking, storytelling, 

leveraging social 
media for change, 

and pitching a 
concept. Compete in 
groups during a social 
innovation challenge 

for $10,000 in seed 
funding to apply what 

they’ve learned. Post Summit: 
Receive ongoing 

coaching for 
student-led solutions 

provided by our partner 
GiveBackHack.
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Countries Where  
Rustic Pathways Works

Morocco

Peru

Costa Rica

United States

Cuba
Dominican Republic

The Balkans
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Chris Stakich, CEO, Rustic Pathways 

“At Rustic Pathways, we travel because exploring new places and interacting with people from other 
cultures provides opportunities to learn about ourselves, about others, and about the world in a way 
nothing else can. Traveling changes our perspectives and shapes who we become. We start to see the 
world in a completely different way and begin to understand our place in it. That’s why it’s so important 
to travel now—when you’re young enough to apply these lessons in ways that impact your life.”

Australia

China

New Zealand

Mongolia

Thailand

Myanmar

Vietnam

Cambodia

Laos

Tanzania
Fiji

Nepal

India



Community Health 
and Social Services
• Health Education
• Nutrition

Countries with Community Health and 
Social Services Projects

Australia

Dominican Republic

Fiji

Thailand

United States

By the Numbers

  meals served7,110
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Nutrition

Women’s Shelter Meal Programs | Australia and Fiji

As part of our efforts to support local community initiatives, Rustic 
Pathways has partnered with women’s shelters in Australia and Fiji to 
assist with providing meals for women and children living in crisis 
accommodations. These shelters often provide short- and long-term 
accommodation for women and their children who do not have a safe 
place to live or who are suffering from domestic violence in their home. In 
2018, we assisted with the preparation of meals at two women’s shelters in 
Fiji and meals at a shelter in East Kimberly, Australia.

Health Education

Community Health Screening | Thailand

Since 2012, Rustic Pathways has been running Community Health service projects through partnerships with four medical 
clinics near our Ricefields Service Base  outside  Udon Thani in northeastern Thailand. These initiatives support rural clinics 
that serve primary care facilities and regional outreach posts for the government to provide care to rural citizens. Rustic 
students, who get certified in Wilderness First Aid during their program, help set up temporary medical clinics in rural 
areas and assist medical professionals with health screenings. 

Demonstrating SLO: Shared Humanity

“I loved the opportunity to connect with the Karen students my age. Having the chance to 

make cross-cultural friends is truly unique, and having a bond with someone who is close in 

age with myself makes it even stronger. I hope to stay in touch with them and maybe even 

return to see them in the coming years. One of the things that the Hill Tribe students 

taught me that struck me and I’m still thinking about is their appreciation towards 

education and the opportunities that come with it. They all looked forward to school each 

day, valued their teacher’s time, and were eager to learn anything and everything.”

Margaret Skillman | Hingham, Massachusetts
Hill Tribe Service and Elephant Conservation



Economic 
Development
• Income Generation

Countries with Economic  
Development Projects

Costa Rica

Fiji

Peru

Thailand

By the Numbers

  families participating in income generating projects54
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Income Generation

Chicken Coop and Piggery Projects | Fiji

Many families in the Nagaga, Sariyawa, and Nabila settlements in the Momi Bay region struggle to make ends meet 
relying on seasonal sugar cane harvests that provide income for just six months a year. Rustic Pathways supports small-
scale income-generating chicken coops and piggeries for individual families in the Momi Bay Region. The Ministry of 
Agriculture provides training on how to raise chickens and pigs, and Rustic supports construction of the chicken coops 
and pens. These efforts have led to 17 families building chicken coops since 2013 and five creating piggeries since 2016.

Income Generation

Women’s Workshops | Fiji

In many regions across Fiji, women sacrifice their opportunity to earn a 
living to support children and care for elderly families members. In 2017, 
Rustic Pathways began a women’s income generation project, which 
focuses on empowering women through skill-based workshops. This 
initial project involved three workshops delivered to 47 women across 
Nabila, Bavu, and Momi villages. They focused on making purses from 
leftover snack wrappers—simultaneously tackling waste management 
and recycling along the way. In 2018, we supported four cardboard jewelry 
making workshops with 76 participants.

Demonstrating SLO: Humility

“I felt so inspired by the locals around me and 

saw a side to Fiji where I had an idea of the 

culture and environment, but didn’t fully 

understand it. I was touched by the warmth of the 

people and I gained so much confidence in my 

capabilities, making me want to work harder for 

each service opportunity.”

Thao Nguyen | La Quinta, California
Sun, Sand, and International Service in Fiji



Education
• School Facility Improvements 
• Youth Empowerment

Countries with Education Projects

Australia

Cambodia

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

Fiji

Laos

Morocco

Nepal

Peru

Tanzania

Thailand

United States

By the Numbers

  school infrastructure projects 

 education enrichment sessions

  education enrichment participants

27
530
4,407
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School Facility Improvements

Nonsawan School | Thailand

The Ricefields Service Base has partnered with Nonsawan School since 2018 
on several educational projects and initiatives. Located in a sub-district of 
Udon Thani, the small government school has about 30 students from 
preschool to sixth grade. The school is interested in partnering with Rustic 
Pathways to create sustainable projects that will impact the students of the 
school, their families, and surrounding community. Rustic has provided 
basic English classes, as well as built a fish farm, organic garden, and 
compost pit. Caring for the fish ponds, garden, and compost pit have been 
integrated into the curriculum at the school, teaching the students skills in 
agriculture, and promoting healthy eating habits.

Youth Empowerment

Sacred Valley Project | Peru

The Sacred Valley Project runs boarding homes for girls from rural Andean communities who would otherwise not have 
access to a high school education. The project provides food, housing, school supplies, academic support and supplementary 
education. Access to education for students from indigenous rural communities disproportionately affects girls. The Sacred 
Valley Project believes in the power of educated girls and together with the Rustic Pathways Foundation is working to help 
educate the young women of the Sacred Valley of Peru. The Foundation supports the Sacred Valley Project by raising funds 
through inspired students and donors.

� 18 rural Andean communities served
� 48 student beneficiaries 
� 1,000 hours of tutoring provided
� 24,480 hours of travel saved 

� 19,080 meals served 
� 95% of Sacred Valley Project program participants 

passed all of their courses
� 100% of Sacred Valley Project seniors graduated

Demonstrating SLO: 
Openness to New Ideas 
and Experiences

“I was blown away by my 

Rustic experience, the 

leaders were absolutely 

wonderful and allowed and 

encouraged me to step out of 

my comfort zone. I loved the 

bond that the staff-led 

activities created among us. 

Overall, I was amazed that I 

created life-long friendship 

and memories in such a short 

period of time!”

Esmeralda Aguilar | Austin, Texas
Summer Camp Leadership in CR
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Making an Impact  
as a Family
After Cyclone Winston devastated Fiji in February 2016, 
more than 250 schools were severely damaged or 
completely destroyed. Not only did this impact local school 
children, but teachers who live on site lost their homes to 
the storm. Even with foreign aid, the Fijian government was 
overwhelmed with the amount of funding needed to 
rebuild so many schools across the country. 

In Somosomo, where Rustic Pathways has been working 
for six years, the primary school and kindergarten facilities 
were badly damaged. Two years after the storm, there still 
was only one classroom left standing and the teachers 
were living in tents and makeshift homes. 

In late 2017, two families from Colorado contacted the 
Rustic Pathways Foundation, Rustic’s nonprofit that 
provides year-round support to community impact 
projects around the world. After sending their children on 
numerous Rustic trips, the McDonald and Berg families 
wanted to learn more about the Foundation’s community 
impact work and explore a partnership. 

In July 2018 both families traveled together to Fiji to visit 
Somosomo and see the completion of three education 
facilities their grant helped to fund.  

“Historically, it’s really been the students who’ve driven the 
fundraising for the Foundation,” said Rustic Pathways 
Foundation Executive Director Andrea Bouch.” But I do 
think we’re entering this new era of families getting more 
involved with their students. And that’s an incredible 
opportunity for families who are looking for ways to create 
impact and looking for ways to connect as a family.”

Lynn McDonald said their trip to Fiji allowed their families 
to combine travel with community service, which was 
important to them.

“As parents, you can give your child the best education and 
teach them values but, eventually, the long term goal is for 
them to give back because they want to, not because they 
have to,” she said.
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Giving Week 2018
1 School. 5 days. 500 donors. $60,000+

The Rustic Pathways Foundation’s first Giving Week was an 
unparalleled success. In just five days, about 500 members 
of the Rustic Pathways community donated more than 
$60,000 to build a new school in the floating community 
of Prek Toal, Cambodia. 

The Foundation has worked for the past three years to raise 
enough money to build a new school to replace the one 
sinking into Tonle Sap Lake. Teachers and students would 
pump water out of the sinking school, which was built in 
1996, just to keep it afloat. During rainy months, the 
flooding was so bad that two of the four classrooms were 
unusable, making learning even more challenging for the 
students.

In that time, the Foundation had raised half of the $120,000 
to build a new school. After three years of fundraising, we 
knew the project needed a final push. So we came up with 
Giving Week and partnered with the Genesee Mountain 
Foundation, which agreed to match all donations up to 
$30,000—doubling every dollar donated. The goal was to 
raise $60,000 total in five days.

We raised $66,203.

“I would like to say thank you to all of you that bring a lot of 
energy to support Cambodia, to the local people at the 
floating village,” said Rustic Pathways Program Manager 
Sothy Than, who oversees our Floating Village Service 
Expedition. “I’m very excited. I can’t wait to see everything 
come up new, especially a brand new school. Thank you to 
all of you. Thank you so much.” 

Construction of the school began before the year was over 
and is expected to be completed later in 2019.

In
frastru

ctu
re



Environment and 
Animal Welfare
• Wildlife Conservation and Animal Welfare
• Environmental Conservation and Restoration

Countries with Environment and 
Animal Welfare Projects

Australia

Cambodia

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

Fiji

Tanzania

Thailand

United States

By the Numbers

  of beaches cleaned 

 of animal care service hours

  trees planted

20.4km
2,944
17,469
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Wildlife Conservation and Animal Welfare

Wildlife Rescue Rehabilitation and Education Association | Australia

Australia is home to incredible biodiversity, but also high rates of mammal extinction. Rustic Pathways has been 
working in Australia for 35 years and has always been involved in the support of native wildlife and environmental 
conservation. We are proud to partner with local organizations such as Wildlife Rescue Rehabilitation & Education 
Association that protect and rehabilitate Australian wildlife. At any time, the organization provides care for up to 150 
animals, including kangaroos, echidnas, owls, and snakes. The organization also works to educate the local community 
about the needs of wildlife and the importance of protecting these species. 

Environmental Conservation and Restoration

Fundemar | Dominican Republic

Rustic Pathways has partnered since 2013 with Fundemar, an internationally-
recognized NGO dedicated to improving the overall health and 
sustainability of the marine environment in the Dominican Republic. Rustic 
Pathways students work directly with the Fundemar team during Marine 
Life and Coastal Restoration program to support their work to restore the 
coral reef ecosystem. Students assist Fundemar with coastal cleanups, 
marine species identification and data collection, construction of buoys 
and structures for coral reproduction, and local education. The Fundemar 
team works with a variety of organizations, the Dominican government, 
and the local community to help our oceans to thrive. 

Demonstrating SLO: Desire to Positively 
Impact the Lives of Others

“My time in the Dominican Republic really showed me 

that we need to be just as curious about our oceans, 

and our impact, just as we care so much about other 

matters, like education, or the economy.”

Sarah Altieri | Pacific Palisades, California
Marine Life and Coastal Restoration



Infrastructure
• Water and Sanitation
• Energy
• Community Facilities
• Housing

By the Numbers

  water projects 
�  3,830 people with increased access to water

  new houses built

  houses repaired  
�  783 people received housing assistance

  sanitation facilities built or improved 
�  10,440 people with increased access to sanitation

Countries with Infrastructure Projects

Cambodia

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

Fiji

Laos

Morocco

Myanmar

Nepal

Peru

Tanzania

Thailand

United States

36

18
151

73
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Community Facilities

Douar Sbiti Kindergarten and Women’s Center  |  Morocco

Rustic Pathways has partnered with the Azaghar Association in Ourika, Morocco, since 2016 to support construction of a 
kindergarten room and expansion of the women’s center at its community facility. The center serves as an important 
meeting point for the community, specifically for women. To date, two rooms have been completed. One serves as a 
kindergarten for students ages 3 to 5, and the other hosts English classes and vocational training for women in the 
community. This is an exciting development for the community as education and income generating activities have been 
prioritized by local community associations. 

Housing

Monte Coca Batey  |  Dominican Republic

In partnership with the Monte Coca Community Housing Association, 
Rustic Pathways has been building homes in the Dominican Republic since 
2014 and completed work on its 13th home in 2018. Monte Coca is a batey 
community of sugarcane workers and their families. These communities 
have some of the lowest standards of living in the country, further intensified 
by institutionalized racism towards individuals of Haitian descent. Residents 
of bateyes often lack access to some of the most essential resources, such as 
education, running water, electricity, or even basic housing. These new 
homes provide safe and secure housing for 50 people.

Demonstrating SLO: Humility

“This program changed my outlook on 

life—I appreciate my life so much more. 

The Dominican Republic showed me that 

the world is so much more than just the 

small town in Michigan that I live in.”

Jamey Carpenter | Stevensville, Michigan
Mountain Air and Village Service
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How to Stay Involved 

Lend a Hand

Enroll in a Rustic Pathways spring break or summer program for 2019 and get hands-on experience with 
one of our service projects. Immerse in the communities and assist locals as you work together toward a 
common goal. Visit rusticpathways.com/programs for more information.

Volunteer Locally

Think about the causes you believe in and how you can help in your hometown. Find local soup kitchens, 
food banks, animal shelters, and other organizations in need of volunteers.

Shop Rustic Gear

Look good and do good by shopping gear that gives back. Rustic Gear was created to provide a sustainable 
fundraising source for the Rustic Pathways Foundation. Shop tees and tanks, hoodies and crewnecks, and 
our favorite travel gear in one place. Visit rustigear.com to get the gear!

Keep in Touch

Our alumni form a coalition of like-minded students who span the globe. The Alumni Association offers 
opportunities throughout the year to work with Rustic Pathways and stay involved in communities near 
and far. Visit rusticpathways.com/alumni for more information.

Become an Impact Ambassador

Through Rustic’s Impact Ambassador Program our most engaged travelers raise hundreds of thousands 
of dollars each year to support Foundation projects. Impact Ambassadors are Rustic students, alumni, and 
staff who feel passionate about staying involved with Rustic Pathways and supporting community 
projects around the world. They work individually or in groups to provide support to a project of their 
choice, and in doing so, gain hands-on leadership experience. 

Join an international community of other passionate change makers and create tangible and meaningful 
impact in communities around the world. Visit rusticpathways.org to learn more.

Follow Our Impact

We believe our rigorous approach advances the measurement of student impact and contributes new 
understandings to the field of experiential learning. We look forward to collaborating with other industry 
leaders who have expertise and insights to share. If you would like more information or to work together 
as a partner, please visit rusticpathways.com/student-impact-evaluation. 



rustic@rusticpathways.com
rusticpathways.com


